Militaries and intelligence agencies conduct operations and exercises as multinational coalitions. The cloud can help securely share information across joint operations and with allies and coalition partners. Analytics optimize insights and operational efficiency, while enhanced security and readiness come from aligning platforms and devices.

AI-based information protection solutions in the cloud can help personnel identify information that could be sensitive, then label and classify it in appropriate ways. Using rights management, personnel can enable, manage, and revoke reading and editing privileges even after a document leaves its original environment.
Scale cybersecurity capabilities

Organizations are using their partners’ leading cybersecurity knowledge and proficiency in the gaming world to create immersive, engaging, next-generation cyber training, using actual cybersecurity information for scenario development. This is helping fill a critical skills gap faster than ever before.

Drive collaboration and productivity

Modern, cloud-based solutions enable new levels of collaboration. With voice and video meetings, real-time co-authoring, and team-based chat available on any device—and secured with enterprise-grade protection—teams within and across organizations can work together to achieve their shared goals.

Essential technologies

- **Enterprise Mobility + Security**: Stay secure and productive anywhere, on any device, with identity- and intelligence-driven innovations.
- **Information protection**: Control and help secure email, documents, and sensitive data that you share outside your team.
- **Collaboration and productivity**: Transform coordination across departments and partnerships to improve mission outcomes.

Make the most of alliances

Defense and intelligence organizations work hard to build the trust of allies and partners. Using cloud technology from Microsoft offers highly secure sharing and collaboration tools to enhance a wide variety of shared missions and aims.

Learn more about defense solutions

Download the e-book